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Inalienable possession
• Occurs when a noun is obligatorily possessed by its
possessor
• Common examples include:
• Body parts (e.g., someone’s hand)
• Kinship (e.g., someone’s mother)
• Part-whole relations (e.g., something’s top)
• Languages can vary when expressing inalienable
possession
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INALIENABLE POSSESSION IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
ENGLISH
Possessive D

SPANISH
Definite D

SPANISH
Cl + Definite D

SPANISH
Embedded Possessive D

(1)

(2)

a.

Hei raised hisi hand.

b.

Hei washed hisi face.

c.

Hei has a lemon in hisi hand.

a. Éli levantó
he

raised

Focus for this study

lai mano.
the

hand

‘He raised his hand.’
b. Éli sei lavó
he

3SG

washed

lai cara.
the

face

Focus for this study

‘He washed his face.’
c. Éli tiene
he

has

un

limón

en

sui

mano.

a

lemon

in

his

hand

‘He has a lemon in his hand.’

PUZZLE:
What happens when a Spanish-English
bilingual uses both their languages in the
same sentence? How is inalienable
possession expressed in CS?
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Inalienable possession for SpanishEnglish bilinguals
• Heritage speakers of Spanish show both divergences from
and similarities with Spanish-dominant speakers
• Silva-Corvalán (1994): Innovative English-like forms in spontaneous speech
• Montrul and Ionin (2010, 2012): No transfer found in a variety of receptive tasks
• Giancaspro and Sánchez (2021): Maintained systematic knowledge in an acceptability
judgment task (AJT), but a variety of forms produced in elicited production task

• As for English, (limited) non-divergent findings
• Montrul and Ionin (2010, 2012): No differences between bilingual group and monolinguals

• In sum, despite variation in Spanish production, evidence of
distinct syntactic receptive knowledge in their two grammars
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In Spanish-English switches between a finite verb and an
inalienable object, do US heritage speakers of Spanish accept
definite and/or possessive determiners?
And, in the cases of a switch with a Spanish verb specifically,
is a preverbal clitic required?
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Framework
• Adopting a Minimalist approach to CS1
• It is assumed that “language mixing is not constrained by mediating mechanisms or a ‘third
grammar,’ ” 2 often referred to as a constraint-free approach
• Same mechanisms that dictate monolingual speech are used to permit or restrict CS

• Similar work using such an approach has targeted:
• Pronouns3, wh-questions4, pro-drop5, causatives6, sluicing7, and more

1

MacSwan (1999, 2014, 2020); 2 MacSwan (2020, p. 90); 3 González-Vilbazo & Koronkiewicz (2016), Koronkiewicz (2014);
4 Ebert (2014); 5 Sande (2018); 6 González-Vilbazo & López (2012); 7 González-Vilbazo & Ramos (2018)
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Syntactic analysis of SpanishEnglish inalienable possession
• Follow Giancaspro and Sánchez (2021)
• Spanish patterns derived from presence or absence of an
Applicative Phrase (AppP)
• Spanish verbs like lavar ‘to wash’ select for an AppP which is what produces the
corresponding required clitic, whereas verbs like levantar ‘to raise’ do not
• In English then, verbs behave like levantar ‘to raise’, not selecting for an AppP

• Heritage Spanish-English variation can be understood as
permutations of:
• Verb selecting an AppP or not
• Possessor features in the determiner or not
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Predictions for CS
• Expect language of the verb to determine the acceptability of
an AppP (i.e., presence of a clitic)
• Unclear what will dictate the acceptability of definite or
possessive features
• Language of the determiner?
• Language of the verb?
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English Object
Determiner
-Poss
English Verb
-AppP

washed the face

Determiner
+Poss

✓

washed his face

Spanish Verb
-AppP

lavó the face

lavó his face

(verb → ±Poss)

(determiner → ±Poss)

Spanish Verb
+AppP

se lavó the face

se lavó his face

(verb → ±Poss)

(determiner → ±Poss)

Spanish Object
Determiner
-Poss

Determiner
+Poss

washed la cara

washed su cara

(determiner → ±Poss)

(verb → ±Poss)

lavó la cara

lavó su cara

✓

se lavó la cara

se lavó su cara

METHODS
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Participants
• US heritage speakers of Spanish (N = 29)
• 19-30 years old (M = 21.9)

• General language profile
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposed to Spanish (M = 0.2) and English (M = 2.2) at a young age
Slightly English dominant1 (M = 31.2 out of ±218)
Intermediate-to-advanced proficiency in Spanish2 (M = 35.3 out of 50)
Advanced proficiency in English3 (M = 36.0 out of 40)
Self-reported code-switchers
Primarily self-identified as Hispanic and/or Latino/a (n = 11), with the next most common answer
being Mexican/Mexican American (n = 8)
• Other answers included Colombian, Salvadoran, New Mexican, Peruvian, Puerto Rican, and Texan
1

Birdsong et al. (2012); 2 Montrul & Slabakova (2003); 3 O’Neill et al. (1981)
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Overall procedure
DAY 2: ACCEPTABILITY
• LexTALE1
• LexTALE-Esp2
• Brief Background
Questionnaire

DAY 1: QUALIFICATION

• Code-switching
Judgments via an
Acceptability Judgment
Task (AJT)
• Monolingual AJTs
• Modified Cloze Tests3, 4
• Extended Background
Questionnaire5

1

• Code-switching
Utterances via an
Elicited Production
Task (EPT)
• Open-ended Interview
• Debriefing

DAY 3: PRODUCTION

Lemhöfer & Broersma (2012); 4 Izura et al. (2014); 3 Montrul & Slabakova (2003);
4 O’Neill et al. (1981); 5 Birdsong et al. (2012)

AJT stimuli
• Target items adapted from Giancaspro and Sánchez (2021)
(N = 18)
• 3 lexicalizations using body parts (i.e., face/cara, mouth/boca, tongue/lengua) and verbs that
(traditionally) include a preverbal clitic in Spanish (i.e., lavar/wash, quemar/burn, morder/bite)
• 4 conditions based on the different possible switch structures in both directions
Context

Poss

Def

Cl + Poss

Cl + Def

Gregory had two ugly pimples, so
before going to bed he…

washed su cara.

washed la cara.

N/A

N/A

Gustavo tenía dos granitos feos, así
que antes de dormir…

lavó his face.

lavó the face.

se lavó his face.

se lavó the face.

English-like

Innovative 1
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Spanish-like
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AJT stimuli
• Control CS stimuli (N = 18)
• Same exact lexical items as the target stimuli
• 4 conditions based on the different possible structures in both languages
• Switch moved from between the verb and the determiner to the clause boundary
Context

Poss

Def

Cl + Poss

Cl + Def

Gustavo tenía dos granitos feos, so

washed his face.

washed the face.

N/A

N/A

lavó su cara.

lavó la cara.

se lavó su cara.

se lavó la cara.

before going to bed he…
Gregory had two ugly pimples, así que
antes de dormir…

English-like

Innovative 1
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Innovative 2

Spanish-like
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AJT stimuli
• Control monolingual stimuli (N = 18)
• Same exact lexical items as the target stimuli and the control CS stimuli
• 4 conditions based on the different possible structures in both languages
• No switch whatsoever
Context

Poss

Def

Cl + Poss

Cl + Def

Gregory had two ugly pimples, so
before going to bed he…

washed his face.

washed the face.

N/A

N/A

Gustavo tenía dos granitos feos, así
que antes de dormir…

lavó su cara.

lavó la cara.

se lavó su cara.

se lavó la cara.

English-like

Innovative 1
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Innovative 2

Spanish-like
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RESULTS
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Condition significantly affected z-score (χ2(1) = 17.38, p < .001), not Language Mode (χ2 (1) = 1.87, p = .172)
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Condition significantly affected z-score (χ2(3) = 15.11, p < .001), as did Language Mode (χ2 (1) = 24.98, p < .001);
Post-hoc analyses: Def < All Other Conditions (p < .05)
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English Object
Determiner
-Poss
English Verb
-AppP

washed the face

Determiner
+Poss

✓

washed his face

Spanish Verb
-AppP

lavó the face

lavó his face

(verb → ±Poss)

(determiner → ±Poss)

Spanish Verb
+AppP

se lavó the face

se lavó his face

(verb → ±Poss)

(determiner → ±Poss)

Spanish Object
Determiner
-Poss

Determiner
+Poss

washed la cara

washed su cara

(determiner → ±Poss)

(verb → ±Poss)

lavó la cara

lavó su cara

✓

se lavó la cara

✓
✓

se lavó su cara

Condition significantly affected z-score (χ2(3) = 15.02, p = .002), but not Direction (χ2 (1) = 2.46, p = .117);
Post-hoc analyses: Eng-to-Span Def < Poss (p = .020) and Span-to-Eng Cl+Poss > Def (p = .022)
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English Object
Determiner
-Poss
English Verb
-AppP

washed the face

Determiner
+Poss

✓

washed his face

Spanish Verb
-AppP

lavó the face

lavó his face

(verb → ±Poss)

(determiner → ±Poss)

Spanish Verb
+AppP

se lavó the face

se lavó his face

(verb → ±Poss)

(determiner → ±Poss)

✓

Spanish Object
Determiner
-Poss

Determiner
+Poss

washed la cara

washed su cara

(determiner → ±Poss)

(verb → ±Poss)

lavó la cara

lavó su cara

✓

se lavó la cara

✓
✓
✓

se lavó su cara

DISCUSSION
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Spanish-English inalienable
possession revisited
• Results suggest that it is neither the language of the verb
nor that of the determiner that dictates the features in
inalienable possession
• Result of a specific relationship between the two elements
• [-Poss] is only possible for Spanish verbs with Spanish objects
• In line with Guéron’s (2006) analysis of Romance inalienable possession
• Determiners in Romance languages have variable theta features and can be bound by the
clitic, whereas English determiners lack phi features and cannot be bound
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Spanish-English inalienable
possession revisited
• Results also suggest that possessive features [+Poss] are
more generally available, as no specific relationship between
the verb and the determiner is needed
• [+Poss] can occur when an AppP is selected or not, regardless of the language(s)

• Accounts for all the possessive determiner [+Poss] data with
one exception
• For Spanish-to-English, possessive determiner with a clitic was the preferred option
• Seems to be the only case where the selection of an AppP makes a difference for [+Poss]

• Unclear why a fully English-like option (e.g., lavó his face) is not available
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Why do the Spanish
results differ?
• Spanish of the current speakers could just simply be
different than that of the other groups
• Perhaps a more significant shift grammatically due to English influence
• Bilingual heterogeneity is common (even though at least at a broad
level the participant backgrounds match those of previous research)
• Methodological factors
• Montrul and Ionin’s (2010, 2012) stimuli categorized as acceptable
based on context provided in a prior sentence
• Giancaspro and Sánchez (2021) used 8 different lexical items
(including the 3 used here)

1
PHOTO BY JON TYSON ON UNSPLASH.COM

Giancaspro & Sánchez (2021), Montrul & Ionin (2010, 2012)
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Going forward
• What about levantar-like verbs?
• Did not test here, so it’s unclear what will happen
with Spanish verbs that do no require a clitic
• Could especially help shed light on the Spanishto-English context
• Elicited CS production data
• Not fully analyzed it yet
• Preliminary analysis supports general availability
and preference for a possessive determiner
PHOTO BY CDD20 ON UNSPLASH.COM
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Produced tokens by direction and form
49% of tokens opted for a D-N
switch (i.e., critical elements
in the same language)

Ella quemó
her tongue

Spanish-to-English

20%

Él lavó
su face

15%

13%

Ella se mordió
her tongue…

Él se lavó la
face con jabón

31%

7%

13%

Ella se quemó
su mouth

She bit su
lengua

English-to-Spanish

41%

6%
…she burned
la boca

0%

10%

93% of V-D switches opt for a possessive
determiner; clitic not required for
Spanish-to-English switches

20%

46%

7%

…always washed her
cara con un cleanser

30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
Percentage of Tokens

80%

90%

100%

Poss (V-D)
Def (V-D)
Cl+Poss (V-D)
Cl+Def (V-D)
Poss (D-N)
Def (D-N)
Cl+Poss (D-N)
Cl+Def (D-N)
Mistrial

CONCLUSIONS:
When expressed in the Spanish-English CS of
heritage speakers, inalienable possession most
likely to use an English-like possessive determiner
More broadly, the data helps show the
inter-connectivity of the verb and the determiner
in the expression of inalienable possession
in Spanish
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